Helsinki-Tokyo JAP #190
3/16/43

JAP M/1 office is having copy of US M/1 Code 12 drawn up. Since they think they have a great deal of material, they would like to get Col. HAYASHI's opinion.
C-182

Helsinki to Tok. & Berlin

# 33 1/12/43

Re work on U.S. codes,

Japs in Helsinki asks that
status of solution in Japan
& list keys received & keys
used in sending from Japan
be sent. Also be sure
to have Col. HAYASHI sent
here.
Army Order # 117. The Col. HAVASHI has been transferred to Jab. Legation in Hungary as M/A, he will continue to work with Gen. Wei Ministry on breaking foreign codes.

D-2730 (Pt. 1) Nanking -Tok 7/12/43

Col. HAVASHI seems to be in Nanking working on chemical intelligence. During early winter of '43 he was working on "local dyestuffs."

SJM pg. 70; Ambasa -Tok 5/10/43

Arrangements have been made for cancelling visa applications of (Colonel?) HAVASHI & (q?) other persons.

[Signature]

Mr. [Handwritten]